IMPLEMENT MOUNTING BRACKET
AP 56

Figure 1

The Implement Mounting Bracket is required to attach the Snow Thrower (26AD42) and the Snow/Dozer Blade (26AB48). If use of the tractor is required without these attachments, the Implement Mounting Bracket may remain in place.

ATTACHMENT

To attach the mounting bracket:
1. Remove the hair pin cotters from the frame clevis pins.
2. Push each clevis pin flush with the outside of the frame.
3. Hold the mounting bracket in front of the tractor similar to its attached position and move it towards the rear of the tractor so that its front “ears” engage the tractor frame at either end of the bumper.
4. Align the mounting bracket holes with the frame clevis pins and push the pins through the holes.
5. Secure each clevis pin with its hair pin cotter.